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&Tradition launches

SC25

SC26

Product category
Sofa

Elevating the concept of lounging in comfort to new heights, the new Loafer
sofa, designed by Space Copenhagen for &Tradition, is the epitome of luxury.

Environment
Indoor
Materials
Wood, HR foam, polyester wadding, fabric
upholstery. CMHR foam available upon request.
Dimensions (cm/in)
SC25 (2-seater):
H: 75cm/29.5in, W: 150cm/59.1in, D: 65cm/25.6in
Seat height: 42cm/16.5in,
Seating depth: 48cm/18.9in
SC26 (3-seater):
H: 75cm/29.5in, W: 150cm/59.1in, D: 65cm/25.6in
Seat height: 42cm/16.5in,
Seating depth: 48cm/18.9in
Design year
2019
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Loafer SC25 & SC26
by Space Copenhagen

While spearheading the renovation of Arne Jacobsen’s SAS Royal Hotel, Space
Copenhagen sought a subtle look of sophistication for &Tradition’s Loafer lounge
chair, where the luxurious feeling came from both the comfort and sense of
aesthetics. For the Loafer sofa, designers Signe Bindslev Henriksen and Peter
Bundgaard Rützou wanted something equally as simple and streamlined.
Capturing the same understated elegance with identical depth and seat height,
the subtle curves, linear look and plush appearance of the Loafer sofa invite you to
relax and lounge for hours on end. Boasting a simple design language that belies the
complexity concealed within, the Loafer sofa is soft yet supportive, set on a sturdy
foundation upholstered to maximise comfort and detailed with decorative stitching.
Available in two and three-seater versions and in a range of fabrics and colours.

Space Copenhagen is a multi-disciplinary award-winning design studio founded
in 2005 by Signe Bindslev Henriksen and Peter Bundgaard Rützou. Graduates
of The Royal Danish Academy of Fine Arts, School of Architecture, their scope
of projects extends from furniture, design objects and art installations to interiors
which draw on an elegant and contemporary mix of natural materials and muted
colours.

Established in 2010, &Tradition is a Danish design company that marries tradition with innovation.
Our unique portfolio of furniture and lighting spans designs from the 1930s to the present day and
includes interior objects by internationally acclaimed designers.

